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1 Agile, mobile and hostile
2 I wanna be your favorite pair of pajamas
3 Bonin'
4 Through it all
5 Looking down at you - looking up at me
6 Bring me back my car unstripped
7 Car with the star                   play
8 Pussy stank                         play
9 Only black man in south Dakota
10 Let me put it in
11 Country and western song
12 Everybody knew
  

 

  

Andre Williams (born Zephire Andre Williams in Bessemer, Alabama, on November 1, 1936) is
an American R&B and punk blues musician who started his career in the 1950s at Fortune
Records in Detroit. The 2007 documentary "Agile Mobile Hostile: A Year with Andre Williams"
tells of Williams' early career at Fortune Records, his hard life on the streets of Chicago in the
1980s, drug and alcohol abuse, his return to the stage and recording studio in 1995, and his
current life and musical career - and the struggles that come with it.

  

SILKY was the triumphant comeback album for veteran R&B wildman Andre Williams, who
spent much of the preceding couple of decades out of commission. While he'd made a previous
album in the 1990s that reprised some of his early material, this 1998 release found him
interacting with his spiritual kin, lowdown garage rockers like Gories/Dirtbombs guitarist Mick
Collins (also the album's producer), who met Williams at the halfway point between his
unhinged Screamin' Jay Hawkins-ish R&B and their own soul-inflected, deliciously trashy rock &
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roll. The marriage worked marvelously, and the dirty, quirky blues/soul/rock amalgam wound up
winning the aging eccentric a whole new generation of admirers.
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